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Preface
This is the sixth Insurance Banana Skins survey conducted by my colleagues at the CSFI, David Lascelles and Keyur
Patel – and, by a fair margin, the most comprehensive, in that it involved collating 836 responses from practitioners,
regulators and observers in 52 countries. For that we have to thank our friends at PwC, who have generously sponsored
the survey since it started in 2007 and who have allowed us to benefit from their network of offices and clients around
the world.
That said, this is a CSFI report. We are responsible for the survey, for the responses and for the conclusions we draw
from them. Again, we are grateful to PwC for respecting that.
Clearly, the big story of this year’s survey is the significant rise in concerns about what we have called “operating risks”
– a cluster of risks that includes, in particular, advances in technology that are challenging the industry’s traditional
way of doing things. Management is having to adapt to rapid change and to new threats – particularly cyber threats.
In comparison, those risks clustered together as the economic environment (including interest rates and the macro
economy) appear less pressing, as do regulation and governance. Perhaps surprisingly, “Brexit” doesn’t seem to have
loomed large as a risk - though, more broadly, the risk of political interference has increased significantly. I wonder if
‘Brexit’ will be closer to the top next time we survey the industry, or whether insurers (be they in the UK or elsewhere)
will remain relaxed.
As always, the survey is a good read. But it is not just that. The breadth of coverage is awesome, and the concerns
it winkles out will, I am sure, make for lively discussions at boardroom level – and not just in the UK. Once again,
thanks are due to David and Keyur for the very considerable work they have put in, and to PwC for its unflagging
support. We are all very grateful.
Andrew Hilton
Director
CSFI

This report was written by David Lascelles and Keyur Patel
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Sponsor’s foreword
Welcome to Insurance Banana Skins 2017, a unique survey of the risk concerns at the top of the boardroom agenda and
how these perceptions change over time. The report has been produced by the CFSI in association with PwC.
We’re delighted to be continuing our support for this initiative, which began with the first edition in 2007. The
subsequent years have seen a considerable maturing in enterprise risk management (ERM) within the industry and an
increasingly active role for Chief Risk Officers (CROs) within strategic decision making.
Disruptive threats
The maturing of ERM and increasing impact of CROs are proving invaluable in a marketplace being transformed by
new technology, shifting customer expectations and associated pressure on costs. Many insurers’ ability to respond
is hampered by slow and unwieldy legacy systems. Unfettered by these constraints, new entrants have free rein
to probe for openings and disrupt the most attractive parts of the value chain. The challenge of keeping pace has
propelled change management from sixth to top of participants’ list of biggest risks. Yet this disruption also brings
huge opportunities to boost innovation and differentiation.
Dealing with the challenges and opportunities demands clarity about where the business can add most value, and
ruthlessness in targeting investment at these priorities. Any low-performing and inefficient operations that don’t make
the cut should be quickly eliminated or overhauled. And while technology is likely to be the main focus of investment,
the right talent is just as important in fostering the agility, innovation and customer insight needed to compete.
Low rates
Interest rates continue to be the biggest concern for life insurers. This underlines the importance of bolstering margins
through sharper efficiency and innovation. A better understanding of the interdependencies between regulatory capital
and asset yields can also help businesses to capitalise on market opportunities, while curbing capital demands.
Under attack
Cyber risk is the number one banana skin for reinsurers and high up the list within other segments. The threat from
both direct cyberattacks and major cyber insurance losses is escalating. Even insurers that don’t underwrite cyber
cover are likely to have considerable exposures within other business lines. Protecting against attack and managing
the underwriting risks demand more timely and effective risk intelligence. This includes a better understanding of the
‘crown jewels’ most at risk and the constantly morphing nature of the threats.
On the way down
A notable faller is regulation, which has dropped from first to sixth. While mastering regulation is still a tough
challenge, there’s a growing recognition that it’s now only table stakes – the price of entry to the game. Survival
and success demand a fundamental overhaul of costs, technological capabilities and innovation capacity – in short,
effective change management.
We would like to thank all the participants in the survey for sharing their valuable insights and the CFSI for the
perceptive analysis within the report. If you would like to discuss any of the issues raised in more detail, please don’t
hesitate to contact us.
Mark Train
Global Insurance Risk Leader, PwC
Tel: +44 (0)207 804 6279
Email: mark.train@uk.pwc.com
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About this survey
Insurance Banana Skins 2017 surveys the risks facing the insurance industry in
early-2017, and identifies those that appear most urgent to insurance practitioners
and close observers of the insurance scene around the world.
The report, which updates previous surveys in 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013, and 2015,
was conducted in January and February 2017, and is based on 836 responses from
52 countries.
The questionnaire (reproduced in the Appendix) was in three parts. In the first,
respondents were asked to describe, in their own words, their main concerns about
the insurance sector over the next 2-3 years. In the second, they were asked to rate a
list of potential “Banana Skins” or risks. In the third, they were asked to rate the
preparedness of insurance institutions to handle the risks they saw. This report ran ks
and analyses each Banana Skin individually.
Replies were confidential, but respondents could choose to be identified.
The breakdown of responses by sector was:
Broking /
Intermediary
4%
Other
16%
Life
27%

Reinsurance
7%

Composite
17%

Non-Life
29%

Nearly three-quarters of the respondents were from the primary insurance industry 1 .
The remainder were from the reinsurance and broking sectors, and non -practitioners
such as regulators, consultants, analysts and other professional service providers.

1

I.e. the life and non-life sectors, or a composite. In this report we use the term NonLife to describe what some markets call the Property & Casualty (P&C) sector.
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The breakdown of responses by region was:
Africa
2%
North
America
Offshore 7%
7%

Europe
39%

Latin America
11%

Asia Pacific
34%

Three-quarters of respondents came from Europe and the Asia Pacific region,
roughly evenly split. Most of the remainder were in the Americas and offshore
insurance centres in the Caribbean.
The breakdown of responses by country was:
Angola
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Barbados
Belgium
Bermuda
Botswana
Brazil
Canada
Cayman Islands
China
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
France
Germany

CSFI / New York CSFI E-mail: info@csfi.org Web: www.csfi.org

1
16
55
14
22
26
49
1
18
38
11
17
11
9
10
15
2
11

Greece
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Isle of Man
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Laos
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Malta
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Northern Europe

16
10
16
38
29
1
15
10
36
1
19
24
1
11
19
23
2
1

Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Singapore
Slovakia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
UK
USA
Zimbabwe

2
12
3
15
4
32
9
10
27
11
16
11
10
17
34
23
2
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Summary
This survey identifies the risks, or "Banana Skins", facing the global insurance
industry in the first half of 2017 as seen by a sample of 836 practitioners and close
observers of the scene in 52 countries. It comes at a time when the world economy is
showing stronger signs of growth but the industry itself faces the pressures of
structural and technological change, along with a difficult investment climate and a
heavy regulatory agenda.

Anxiety is at an
all-time high

Insurance Banana Skins Index

Chart 1
5

Investment
performance

4

Regulation

Regulation

Regulation

Regulation

Cha nge
ma nagement

3
Top score
2

1

Avg score

2007

2009

2011

2013

2015

2017

Res pondents were asked to score each of the 22 topical risks i n this survey fro m 1 to
5, where 5 i s the most s evere. This chart s hows the average s core of the top-rated risk
i n ea ch edition of Insurance Banana Skins, and the average s core of all the risks.

Significantly, the overall tone of the responses this year was more negative than the
previous survey in 2015, as measured by our Insurance Banana Skins Index, (the
“anxiety index”, see Chart 1) despite the resumption of global growth. The average
score given by respondents to our list of 22 risks rose to its highest level since we
began the series in 2007.

Sharp rise in
operating risks

Chart 2

Major categories of risk*
(Score out of 5)
2017 2015
Operating risks
3.39 3.22

+/+0.17

Economic environment

3.57

3.58

-0.01

Governance

3.18

3.19

-0.01

Public environment

3.14

3.23

-0.09

*The components of each ca tegory a re l i s ted i n th e
s urvey questionnaire i n the Appendix.

This pessimism is due
entirely to a sharp rise in
concern about operating risks
(Chart 2), notably advances
in technology which are
challenging the industry’s
traditional structures. These
threats have replaced the
economic and regulatory
environment
as
the
industry’s chief source of
anxiety.

These shifting perceptions are reflected in the ranking of individual risks in Chart 3.
The three highest risks form a cluster around the theme of technological change and
industry response. The top position occupied by change management reflects
concern, even doubt, about the industry’s ability to address the formidable agenda of
digitisation, new competition, consolidation and cost reduction which confronts it.
Technology (No. 3) is a common theme in virtually all the major changes facing the
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industry. Cyber risk (No. 2), another
relative newcomer to the scene, has
also risen sharply on concern about
both crime and underwriting risk.

Chart 3

Insurance Banana Skins 2017
(2015 ranking in brackets)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Change management (6)
Cyber risk (4)
Technology (-)
Interest rates (3)
Investment performance (5)
Regulation (1)
Macro-economy (2)
Competition (-)
Human talent (15)
Guaranteed products (7)
Political interference (16)
Business practices (11)
Cost reduction (-)
Quality of management (12)
Quality of risk management (10)
Social change (20)
Reputation (18)
Product development (17)
Corporate governance (21)
Capital availability (22)
Complex instruments (25)
Brexit (-)

Economic
instability remains
a threat

The next cluster of risks, interest
rates
(No.
4),
investment
performance (No. 5) and macroeconomic risk (No. 7) shows that
concern about economic instability
remains high. Although respondents
acknowledged that signs of growth are
multiplying,
confidence in
the
recovery is not strong for reasons as
widely dispersed as the slowdown in
China, the risk of Trump era
protectionism, and populism in
Europe. The low level of interest rates
continues to depress investment
returns
and
endanger savings
products with guaranteed returns
(No. 10). Respondents also see low
yields driving more competition (No.
8) as insurers seek to boost their "top
line" revenues, and outsiders such as
hedge funds chase business with new
capital. The availability of capital at
No. 20 is clearly not a problem: rather
the opposite, it is in surplus.

… But concern
about regulation is
falling

This year’s results show a significant
decline in concern about the stifling
impact of regulation (No. 6), a
Banana Skin which regularly occupied the top position in previous surveys. This is
largely because Solvency 2, the EU’s massive regulatory initiative, is now in place,
though the cost and complication of regulation continue to be a major source of
frustration in most of the regions we surveyed. This was offset by a sharp rise in
the risk of political interference (up from No. 16 to No. 11) stemming from more
pro-active policies to protect consumers, from the risk of trade wars and a popular
desire to see insurance companies take on more of the task of servicing social
change (No. 16), e.g. health and pensions. Also on the political front, Britain’s exit
from the EU (No. 22) was seen to be a minimal source of risk for insurers, many of
whom don’t have operations in the UK. Some international insurers said it would
create “passporting” risk by raising barriers between the UK and the EU.
An area of declining risk is the governance and management of insurance
companies (Nos 14, 15 and 19). These were seen as high level risks during the
financial crisis, but have fallen sharply since then. Respondents reported big
improvements, partly as a result of initiatives from the industry itself, but also under
regulatory pressure. However concerns remain, particularly over the quality of
human talent in the industry (up from No. 15 to No. 9), and its ability to attract
good people, particularly to handle the digital challenge.

CSFI / New York CSFI E-mail: info@csfi.org Web: www.csfi.org
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Response by type of respondent
The survey shows similarities as well as differences between the responses of
various insurance sectors. The challenges of technological change and cyber risk
were at the top of the list for all sectors: life, non-life, composite, reinsurance etc.
So were concerns about the uncertain outlook for the macro-economy and
investment. A major difference was over interest rates which the life and
composite insurers saw as their top risk, but ranked only No. 8 for non -life insurers.
The life industry was also less concerned about the threat of competition than other
sectors where entry barriers are lower. The primary insurers showed a common
concern about the quality of human talent in the industry and about the continuing
impact of new regulation.
…and by geography
A breakdown of responses by region also showed different priorities. The challenges
of technological change ranked among the highest risks for all regions. However
the top concern in Europe was the continuing low level of interest rates because of
the industry’s high exposure to guaranteed products. Another point of difference
was over the risk of political interference which was seen to be high in the US (No.
6) and rising in Europe, but lower elsewhere. Concern about excessive regulation
was also highest in North America (No. 6), ranking No. 7 in Europe and Latin
America, but outside the Top Ten in Asia Pacific.
Preparedness
Respondents were asked how well prepared they thought the insurance industry was
to handle the risks they identified. On a scale of 1 (poorly) to 5 (well) they gave an
average response of 3.02, a sharp decline from the previous year's 3.20, suggesting a
higher level of anxiety about the industry’s ability to weather a difficult business
environment.
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Who said what
A breakdown of the results by respondent type and region shows a strong common
concern with the negative impact of change and “disruption” on the insurance
business, against a background of rising cyber risk, persistent low interest rates and
heavy regulation.

Life Insurance

Common concerns
about change
management,
cyber risk and
technology

1

Interest ra tes

2

Cha nge management

3

Cyber ri s k

4

Investment performance

5

Technology

6

Regulation

7

Gua ra nteed products

8

Bus iness practices

9

Ma cro-economy

10

Huma n ta lent

The life sector feels under threat from a
combination of forces. The persistence of low
interest rates is affecting its ability to put together
attractive savings products in what many see as a
Technological change, the
shrinking market.
“digital transformation” and new types of
competition are adding to the challenge, along with
a heavy regulatory agenda. As with all sectors,
cyber risk is a fast-growing issue. In the 2015
survey, concern about the macro-economic outlook
was No. 2. This time it has fallen to No. 8
suggesting a more bullish outlook on that front, at
least.

Non-life
1

Technology

2

Cha nge management

3

Cyber ri s k

4

Competition

5

Investment performance

6

Regulation

7

Huma n ta lent

8

Interest ra tes

9

Ma cro-economy

10

Qua l ity of management

On the non-life, the risk agenda is dominated by
concerns over technological change and how to
address it, specifically the entry of new forms of
competition and distribution. Closely allied is the
impact of competition on insurance capacity and
the persistence of a “soft market”. Cyber crime
features in a double capacity: as a threat to industry
security and as an underwriting risk. Regulation
continues to be seen as a high risk because of the
cost and the distraction. As with the life sector, the
economic outlook is a declining concern.

Reinsurance
1
2

Cyber ri s k
Cha nge management

3
4

Investment performance
Ma cro-economy

5

Technology

6

Competition

7

Pol i tical i nterference

8
9

Interest ra tes
Regulation

10

Cos t reduction

CSFI / New York CSFI E-mail: info@csfi.org Web: www.csfi.org

Cyber risk, both as a security issue and an
underwriting risk, is the top concern of the
reinsurance sector. The challenge of structural
change in the industry, driven by new technology
and competition, is also high on the agenda.
Concern about excess capacity and soft pricing
persists. The high position of political risk reflects
worries about the threat of protectionism and
rising populism.
The weight of regulation
continues to be a concern for the sector, and
reinforces the need for cost reduction
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Composite
1

Interest ra tes

2

Cha nge management

3

Cyber ri s k

4

Technology

5

Investment performance

6

Ma cro-economy

7

Regulation

8

Competition

9

Gua ra nteed products

10

Huma n ta lent

Responses from the composite sector reflected
those of the life sector more closely than those of
the non-life sector. The top concern was the
persistence of low interest rates, and its impact on
savings products and investment returns. There
was also a strong focus on the forces of
technological change/new competition, and how
to address them. Cyber risk was prominent. The
sector also saw a risk in a shortage of human
talent, particularly in the fast-growing technology
side. As with other sectors, the size of the
regulatory agenda was a strong concern.

Brokers/intermediaries
1

Technology

2
3

Cha nge management
Cyber ri s k

4
5

Interest ra tes
Huma n ta lent

6
7

Regulation
Pol i tical i nterference

8
9
10

Qua l ity of risk
Qua l ity of management
ma nagement
Competition

Technological change is at the head of brokers'
concerns, particularly issues linked to the client
interface, and distribution. Cyber risk is also a
top-level concern. Brokers shared wider industry
worries about the low interest rate environment,
though showed less concern than primary insurers
about the economic outlook; this was the only
sector in which this risk did not appear in the top
ten. They share the industry's broader concern
with the quantity of new regulation, and also the
risk of politically-inspired protectionism.

Europe

Interest rates
head concerns in
Europe for second
consecutive
survey

1
2

Interest ra tes
Cyber ri s k

3

Cha nge management

4

Technology

5

Gua ra nteed products

6

Investment performance

7
8

Regulation
Ma cro-economy

9

Competition

10

10

Pol i tical i nterference

For the second straight survey, the most urgent risk
in Europe was the persistently low interest rate
environment, which led to particular concern about
guaranteed products and investment performance.
Elsewhere, Europe’s response was broadly in line
with the global rankings, scoring operating risks –
particularly those closely tied up with technology –
highly, but with a slightly lesser emphasis on
previous top risks such as regulation and the
macro-economic climate. The risk of political
interference has risen sharply into the top ten, with
fears about trade wars and ‘anti-insurance’
attitudes.
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Asia Pacific

Different
geographic risk
priorities

1

Cha nge management

2

Technology

3

Cyber ri s k

4

Investment performance

5

Huma n ta lent

6

Reputation

7

Qua l ity of management

8

Bus iness practices

9

Interest ra tes

10

Competition

The Asia Pacific response was dominated by
technology risks, due both to rapid changes in the
external environment and the need to upgrade
insurers’ internal systems. Its top ten also showed
some divergence from the global rankings, with
concerns about the industry’s reputation and its
ability to attract and retain talent ranked higher
than average. So, too, were governance risks –
particularly relating to insurers’ quality of
management and business practices. On the other
hand, economic and public environment risks
were generally ranked lower.

Latin America
1

Investment performance

2

Technology

3

Cyber ri s k

4

Cha nge management

5

Ma cro-economy

6

Interest ra tes

7

Regulation

8

Qua l ity of risk

9

Cos t reduction
ma nagement
Soci al change

10

Respondents in Latin America showed high
concern about the economic environment – most
urgently, the impact it is having on insurers’
investment performances. Due largely to low
investment yields, cost reduction was also
considered a top ten risk. In line with other
regions’ responses, technology, cyber risk and
change management were all ranked near the top.
Elsewhere, governance risks – notably the quality
of risk management – came in higher than the
global average, but there was lower concern about
the public environment, particularly political
interference.

North America
1

Cha nge management

2

Cyber ri s k

3

Technology

4

Huma n ta lent

5

Competition

6

Regulation

7

Interest ra tes

8

Pol i tical i nterference

9

Cos t reduction

10

Product development
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The response from the US and Canada emphasised
the structural and technological changes facing the
industry, and the threat from cyber-attacks.
Technology was also a driving force behind the
ranking of other top risks, including human talent,
competition, and product development, a Banana
Skin which appeared well down the global table.
Also notable was the higher than average score of
political interference (which was No. 6 in the US),
with the election of President Trump. However,
governance risks were scored low.
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Preparedness
We asked respondents how well prepared they thought the industry was to handle
the risks they identified.
On a scale of 1 (poorly) to 5 (well), they gave an average response of 3.02, a notable
drop from 3.20 last time.
Preparedness by region
Offshore
Europe
Asia Pacific
Latin America
North America

Preparedness for
risk is falling

3.12
3.06
3.00
3.00
2.86

Preparedness by sector
Composite
Reinsurance
Life insurance
Non-life
Brokers/intermediaries

3.10
3.06
3.04
2.99
2.88

Views on preparedness
Spain, composite (2/5): “Ins urers a re not s ucceeding i n buil di ng a co ns tru cti ve
di a logue with regulators, to reach a reasonable regulatory fra mework . Th ey a l s o
rema in unprepared to face cyber risk and the a p pea ra n ce o f n ew I ns ureTech
pl a yers.”
UK, non-life (2/5): “The di s rupti on comi ng from new bus i nes s model s a nd
technology is l ikely to entirely change the way the industry a nd i ts va l u e cha i n
opera tes. Despite the efforts of established operators to defend th ei r p os i ti ons ,
economic a rguments and regulation a re likely to shift where power resides i n th e
va l ue chain.”
China, composite (2/5): “Ma ny a ggressive smaller-sized i nsurance companies have
not even realised the i mportance of risk management, while the big ones are ve ry
s l ow to fa ce and deal with the emerging ri sks associated with ch a n gi ng m a rk ets
a nd l ow interest envi ronment.”
Australia, non-life (3/5): “[The i ndustry i s] a ware a nd responding but h a ms tru ng
by l ega cy cultures, s ystems and processes.”
Barbados, broker (3/5): “They a re good where compl i a nce a nd governa nce
pra cti ces are concerned but a re reacting too slowly a nd myopically on the issues of
competition, cl ient servi ce and technology.”
Greece, composite (4/5): “The biggest ri sks – (geo)political a nd macroeconomi c –
ca nnot be sufficiently a voided even by well-prepared insurers.”
UK, broker (4/5): “Pretty wel l. They learned a l ot through the financial cri s i s a n d
Sol vency II ha s ma de a pos i ti ve contri buti on. But tha t's not a ca us e for
compl acency.”
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1. Change management (2015 ranking: 6)
Score: 3.82 (2015 score: 3.45)
The pace and scale of structural and technological change confronting the global
insurance industry is the biggest risk it faces over the next 2-3 years, according to
respondents to the latest Banana Skins survey.
The challenges are many. Rapidly evolving markets, rising customer expectations,
and new distribution channels threaten traditional insurance business models, while
incumbents held back by legacy systems and traditional modes of thinking struggle
to innovate in an unfamiliar environment. The industry was variously described as:
“glacially slow in its response to change”, “too comfortable”, “inward looking,
bureaucratic and complacent” and “reactive”. In the words of one widely echoed
respondent: “The principal risk the industry faces is irrelevance”.
The position of this Banana Skin is all the more the striking because of the
suddenness with which it has surged to the top of these rankings. It was by far the
biggest riser this year, and is up from No. 15 just four years ago. Also no table is its
consistency: it did not rank below No. 2 in any sector we surveyed, nor below No. 5
in any major region.

New technologies
could transform
insurance markets
and challenge
traditional
business models

Respondents cited many technologies as on the cusp of transforming insurance
markets: driverless cars, the ‘internet of things’, artificial intelligence, advances in
genetics, telematics, etc. “Autonomous vehicles and smart homes decreasing
frequency of losses/ cost of claims and driving down average premiums… will
require major restructuring of the industry”, said the chief strategy officer of an
insurance company in Canada.
Pricing these new markets is a major challenge. “As actuaries, I think, we really
don’t know how we price policies for driverless cars and drones. This may cause
biased ultimate loss ratio projections”, said a respondent in Turkey. The concern for
incumbents that do not adapt quickly enough is that they could be displaced by more
agile competitors, especially from the InsureTech world. Brett Humphrey, Japan
Head of Financial Planning and Analysis at AIG Japan Holdings, said: “Customers
are needing and demanding products that insurers are finding it difficult to
underwrite due to low investment returns. Failure to meet these demands will force
the customer to find alternative solutions”.
On the other hand, companies that rush into nascent markets with insufficient loss
data could expose themselves to other serious risks. Chris Mackinnon, general
representative at Lloyd's Australia Limited, said: “The speed of change in the world
of technology is outpacing the speed of change in our industry and we are in danger
of exposing capital to unprecedented risk which has not been correctly rated and
assessed”.
Some respondents worried that more customers are shunning insurance altogether,
particularly younger generations with a "live in the present moment" mindset. This
was especially noted on the life side of the industry. “The main risk that I see is the
danger that we lose relevance with the millennials and younger. They expect to live
longer so undervalue insurance and deal with companies in a way that doesn't fit our
existing models”, said a life insurance respondent in China.
But others thought the bigger problem lay in traditional insurers’ reluctance or
inability to engage with younger generations through more relatable distribution
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channels. A P&C respondent in Japan said: “Large insurers are overly exposed to
the agency model. However, new customers are buying insurance products more and
more via digital means. Failure to develop an effective digital / direct distribution
channel will mean long-term market share decline”. The CEO of an insurance
company in Ireland said: “It is highly likely that insurance will be sold through
social media channels in a few years. Insurers will lose market share and some will
become irrelevant if they don't move with trends”.
There was, however, a notable segment of respondents who were more sanguine
about the industry’s ability to respond to change. Some made the point that many
leading insurers are increasingly collaborating with InsureTech players to
experiment with new technologies and distribution channels. A board member of a
P&C insurer in Australia argued that a more reactive approach to change can be
successful. “Barriers to entry are relatively high and the large players have the
resources to be fast followers”, she said.

Business models being challenged

The motor ca sualty business, a nd hence p ers ona l l i nes i ns u rers , w i l l b e
deva stated by the advent of driverless cars. Essentially this form of i nsurance
wi l l "move" to product/warranty l iability, i .e. a way from the driver (persona l
l i nes) to the manufacturer (captive or large commercial lines). Motor casualty
i s the ca sh cow for ma ny P&C compa nies. W i thou t i t th ey w i l l f l o under,
pa rti cularly i f the s oft pricing cycl e continues a nd i f i nterest ra tes re m a in a t
rel a tively low ra tes. This will trigger consolidation i n major ma rkets.
Chief operations officer, non-life, Cayman Islands

2. Cyber risk (4)
Score: 3.80 (3.55)
Cyber-crime is seen as an exceedingly urgent threat to the industry. Anxiety has
risen sharply this year from an already high level: this Banana Skin received more
5/5 scores than other, and only narrowly missed a top place ranking. These concerns
were global and came from every part of the industry, and were not ranked below
No. 3 in any region or sector we surveyed.

Major attacks on
insurers are
“inevitable”

A large number of respondents warned that major attacks on insurers were
inevitable, and many added that their impact could be catastrophic. This risk is seen
to be increasing because “a more interconnected world means there is more
exposure”, as one respondent put it, and becau se an ever-growing volume of
insurers’ business is coming from digital channels. Dean Thompson, Vice President
of Marketing and Sales at HCMS Group in the US, said: “The old adage of ‘it’s not
if, it's when’ applies here. Due to PHI [protected health information] and financial
information, the insurance industry has always been fertile ground for hackers and
international cyber groups. The key to a plan is how you respond to the incident and
how prepared you are to recover”.
Damage could be caused in a wide number of ways. The greatest concerns were
about the theft or ransom of sensitive customer data (such as personal, medical, or
financial information – described as “gold” on the black market and “dark web”),
the corruption of insurers’ databases, and the theft of intellectual property. The
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ensuing potential for reputational damage is large. “Would a large health insurer be
able to survive such a public event?”, one respondent asked.
Other threats include service disruptions, compensation claims for cust omers, and
fines by supervisors – all of which could also cause significant reputational damage.
The cost of protecting systems from cyber-attacks is itself a high concern.
“Protection costs and restrictions of our processes pose an equally high risk as an
actual cyber-attack”, said the chief executive of a composite insurer in Ireland. A
major challenge is identifying where and how resources should be deployed to
counter cyber-crime. The chairman of a re-insurance company in Australia said:
“This is the risk we cannot adequately measure and predict. Consequently it requires
a full on effort rather than one that manages it down”.
A minority view was that insurers are not as big a target as some other industries for
cyber criminals; another was that the threat is reputational but not, for the most part,
material. Strikingly, China’s 17 respondents on average scored this as their lowest
Banana Skin of all. A risk manager in China said: "[Cyber risk] is reflected in
reputation risk of customer information leakage [but] little economic loss is caused
by external network intrusion. Therefore, internal system and data related
operational risks should be managed.”

Underwriting
cyber risk is a
major challenge

Underwriting cyber risk

Though our question asked specifically a bout insurance companies themselves
a s vi cti ms , cyber-cri me i s , a s one res pondent put i t, “a hi gh ri s k to a l l
i ndustries and governments” – a nd underwriting i t is a major challenge for the
i ndustry.
There was much uncertainty a bout i f a nd how i nsurers ca n come u p w i th a n
economically vi able business model. The chief ri sk offi cer o f a rei ns u ra nce
compa ny i n Bermuda warned of “a n i ncreasing prevalence o f cyb er cl a im s
wi th l imited data a nd modelling to price a nd monitor exp os ure”, w h i l e th e
chi ef executive of a non-life insurer in Taiwan s aid: “Hackers will be targ eti ng
more companies with cyber i nsurance coverage. Ransom wa re i s b eco mi ng
more popul a r wi th [the preva l ence of] Bi tcoi n [the crypto -currency]”. A
res pondent i n Ca nada asked: “How do we respond as an industry to p ro vi d e
s ol utions to this risk to our customers, particularly when reputational risk may
be a s great or greater than the financial ri sk we tra ditionally i nsure”?
Some respondents – pointing to a “g ro wi ng n um ber o f s ta te -s p ons ore d
a tta cks” – thought cyber-warfare could pose a potentially s ystemic th rea t to
the i ndustry. One warned of: “A warlike cyber-terror event that ca us es h u ge
a ggregation and event definition i ssues”; a nother of: “computer s abotage on a
ma jor s cale, with severe damage.”
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3 Technology (-)
Score: 3.75
While the risk that the insurance industry fails to keep up with technological
changes in the wider world is a pervasive theme in this survey, its internal business
and technology modernisation is also a very pressing concern. This was the top
ranked Banana Skin for non-life insurers, and by region was No. 2 in Asia Pacific
and Latin America.

Established
insurers burdened
by legacy systems

A much-repeated concern was that incumbents in every sector of the industry are
hamstrung by legacy systems “designed decades earlier”. The finance director of a
line insurance company in the UK said: “Legacy platforms are prevalent in most life
insurance companies, and run at high cost and often with lack of proper support
arrangements. Life insurance is way behind most industries in digitising its
offerings. It's hard for many to be able to interact with customers using anything
other than telephone or letter, and this needs to change fast”. A reinsurance
respondent in Bermuda said: “Our indus try's infrastructure is built on layers of
relationships, duplication and inefficiency”.
Respondents made the point that using technology to improve internal processes will
be key to minimising insurers’ administration costs – which is necessary for their
long-term survival. However, the cost of migrating antiquated and fragmented in house policies into a modern system was described by one P&C insurer as
“staggering… and so most insurers do not. That means they continue to use old
admin systems that in some cases are over thirty years old”. Bernard Deschamps,
president of Groupe Ultima Inc in Canada, said: “It is not only the massive
investment but also the choice of the technology that increases the risk”.
The use of outdated technologies was also seen to have given insurers a stale and
unfriendly image. “Part of the awkward way in which we engage with our emerging
customer base is because we continue to use legacy technologies that do not en g ag e
effectively with the changing trends. This leads to perception issues (and often more
than just perceptions) and a lack of interest in the public to conduct business with
insurance companies”, said the senior vice president of a life insurance company in
the US.
Industry disruptors pose a threat to incumbents because they are typically much les s
inhibited. “New companies are created with lean process, low costs and high tech
systems, and they can offer different services thanks to these advantages”, said a
market analyst in Brazil’s life insurance sector. A reinsurance respondent in New
Zealand expressed concern that: “Legacy systems [are] not able to take advantage of
the explosion in big data. New start-ups with no legacy system and expense loadings
will cherry pick profitable segments”.
Those who rated this risk to be less severe focused on technological modernisation –
or a lack thereof – creating winners and losers. Perry Thomas, insurance chief risk
officer at Lloyds Bank, said: “This will kill some and help others thrive – so… there
is risk and opportunity”. More dispiritingly, a technology vendor in the US said:
“The protection of failure in this area is that all carriers are equally limited and
ineffective”.
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4. Interest rates (3)
Score: 3.65 (3.57)
Interest rates continue to be ranked among the top risks in the industry, though for a
variety of reasons. One is the impact of low interest rates on investment returns;
another is uncertainty about future movements, and a third is the impact they are
having on the structure of the industry.
Interest rates were the No. 1 risk for the life insurance industry with its focus on
funding for savings products. On the P&C side, where the chief concern is with
investment as a source of profit, they came No. 8. Both sides mentioned the risks
these created for asset/liability management.
Low interest rates are affecting the industry overall by depressing investment returns
and, ultimately, company profitability, creating a generally riskier environment. A
senior US insurer said: “Low interest rates continue to put pressu re on P&C and life
companies; in this environment there is no margin for error in the expense, premium
growth, and loss control operations of insurance carriers.”

Low rates reshaping the
insurance industry

But low rates have been around for so long that they are also reshaping the industry,
for example by making it more willing to take on risk to flatter profits, to trim its
product range, and to take the short-term view. Respondents saw these trends
creating a more fragile, less innovative, more pressurised industry, and one that was
exposed to risks that it was less capable of managing. The chief financial officer of a
Belgian composite insurer said that low interest rates “put additional pressure on the
technical and operational parameters of companies. This leads to companies
preparing for tomorrow, but lacking time and resources to look for the day after
tomorrow.”
The constraints that low rates impose on insurers are also a concern: savings
products are harder to design and sell, they have become more expensive, and their
greater riskiness demands more capital. A Greek composite insurer said that “s ome
insurers are already facing a solvency cliff where their capital position will no
longer be adequate.” In the Philippines, Antonio De Rosas, CEO of Pru Life UK,
said: “Global interest rates have declined and stayed low for more than a decade
already. Consequently, this has discouraged life insurance companies from offering
products with guaranteed living and even death benefits.”
Some respondents also felt that insurers were failing to respond by developing
products that addressed savers’ needs while interest rates were low. The chief
financial officer of a life insurance company in Hong Kong said a main risk for the
industry is “developing appropriate solutions to meet retirement/savings needs of
people in a low interest rate environment whilst providing a win -win-win for the
customer, distributor and shareholder”.
As for the direction of interest rates, the majority feeling was that they would soon
go up, which would be difficult in the short term because this would depress bond
prices, but healthy in the longer term because it would restore yields and
profitability. The chief financial officer of an Italian composite company said:
“Depending on the type of movement, it can be huge, especially on the downside. A
sharp increase might have a short term negative effect but long term is welcomed”.
However, a number of respondents felt that fears about in terest rate changes were
overdone. The chief risk officer of a US composite said: “We are in general well
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positioned as an industry through Asset Adequacy Testing and other reserves to
meet challenges.”
Geographically, concern about interest rates was the highest in Europe where it
topped the list, largely because of insurers’ heavy exposure to interest rate markets,
e.g. through guaranteed products, and lack of preparation/ability to absorb change.
The chief financial officer of an Irish company said that “This is a huge, almost
existentialist, issue for European traditional life insurers .”

5. Investment performance (5)
Score: 3.60 (3.46)
A difficult investment climate contains risks for the insurance industry, particularly
for companies with a heavy reliance on investment for income and/or guaranteed
investment policies.
This Banana Skin is unchanged in position from last time, but its score has risen
notably. The sector where it ranked highest was reinsurance (No. 3).
Geographically, it was highest in Latin America (No. 1), and lowest in North
America (No. 12).
Given insurers’ concern about the
economic outlook, it follows that worries
about the investment scene are close
behind. The combination of low interest
rates and volatile equity markets has
made it harder for insurance companies
to find suitable long-term assets to match
liabilities and generate adequate returns.
Martin Hargas chief financial officer at
Interamerican Insurance Company in
Greece, said that “fixed income
investments are already heavily affected;
further risks lie with equity and real
estate markets.” Sovereign debt was
another area of concern.

Low yields could
encourage more
risk-taking

Equi ty Ma rkets have been robust,
the expectation in genera l i s f o r
ri s ing i nterest ra tes a nd there are
i ncrea s ed concerns on credi t
qua lity i n s ome markets. Overa l l
thi s combination presents risks to
i nvestors.
Michael Huddart
General manager
Grea ter Chi na & EM,
Ma nulife, Hong Kong

Several respondents commented that low yields could prompt insurers to take
greater investment risks to achieve their needed returns, though this would translate
into higher capital requirements and extra cost. Frank Trauschke, a partner at PwC
in Japan, said: “This will put pressure on dealing with alternative investments with a
higher return which will increase the risks to deal with these investments
appropriately.”
There was no clear consensus over the direction that markets were likely to take. A
number of respondents feared there would be a sharp downturn in response to
developments such as an international trade war, or recession in a large economy.
Others were cautiously optimistic that recovery would continue. Some made the
point that volatility would increase whichever direction the market took.
However, there was also a sense that the insurance industry was better protected
against investment risk than was often thought, having had time t o adjust to a low
yield climate and higher volatility. In Canada, the head of risk at a large P&C
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company said while poor investment returns put pressure on insurance results, “they
are an integral part of the conduct of an insurer's business and the compa ny should
be sufficiently capitalized to handle them”.

6. Regulation (1)
Score: 3.53 (3.65)
Concern about regulatory risk, which dominated the last survey in 2015, appears to
be easing, both in terms of ranking and absolute score. Nonetheless, this remain ed
one of the risks about which respondents had the most to say, much of it with a tone
of frustration over the volume of new rules they are having to deal with.
Concern about regulation was strongest offshore in Bermuda and the Cayman
Islands, where it ranked No. 2. In Europe it came No. 7 and in the UK down at No.
12. There was little to choose between the responses of the individual insurance
sectors.

Solvency
2 reduces
uncertainty
… but frustration
remains

The major difference since 2015 is that Solvency 2 has finally been implemented,
removing a layer of uncertainty, but adding ones of cost and compliance. Against
that, however, IFRS 17 is now into the implementation stage, adding to the sense
that regulation is a never-ending stream of new rules. The chief financial officer of
an Australian life insurer said that “an ever-changing regulatory landscape makes it
difficult to predict the sustainability of certain business models.”
Many of the concerns voiced by respondents are familiar from previous surveys:
cost, complexity, management distraction, the ris k of non-compliance. A senior
Dutch insurer said that “regulatory projects compete with projects that actually
deliver benefits to our customers.”
However new themes emerged. Given the growing threat from tech -based insurers,
there was a stronger focus on the competitive handicaps imposed by regulation on
traditional providers, as to freedom of action and cost. A Romanian respondent said
that the industry “cannot advance towards being more digital and paperless due to
the constraints and limitations of regulation.” This would leave “an obsolete
insurance industry offering services that no longer had any attraction”. The chief
executive officer of a Taiwan P&C company thought that “the regulatory
environment is not fast enough to embrace new changes/risks.” One respondent said
that insurers were prepared to view regulation as the cost of their licence to operate.
“But so did the taxi industry when Uber arrived, and now the licences are worth
nothing.”
Another emerging theme was what respondents saw as the pendulum swinging too
far towards consumer protection. The chief financial officer of a Hong Kong -based
life company said that “politically driven capital standards focused on the noble
causes of consumer and financial strength, however missed the long term wider
perspective of the role life insurers play within s ociety. The extra costs of regulation
would be passed on to them nonetheless.”
More respondents were prepared to acknowledge the benefits of regulation than in
earlier surveys. Solvency 2 would make the industry stronger by taking a more
disciplined view of risk, consumer protection would rebuild public trust, better
reporting would aid transparency. The head of risk at a South African composite
said that “In some instances [regulation] is having an effect on overheads i.e. larger
compliance departments/actuarial skills etc. On the other hand, regulation with
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regards to capital requirements has a positive impact i.e. ensuring the sustainability
of insurers and protection of customers including appropriate business conduct.”
A senior regulator said that the greatest risk was that “politicians and industry will
conspire to lower prudential regulatory standards”.

7. Macro-economy (2)
Score: 3.49 (3.58)
The level of concern about economic risk has gone down since our last survey but it
is still high. Although many of the components of this risk remain unchanged –
interest rate uncertainty, emerging market slowdown and sluggishness in the
eurozone – these have become more familiar and potentially more manageable. But
there are new risks, notably shocks in the political environment, particularly the
election of President Trump.

Political
uncertainty could
cause economic
turbulence

Many respondents feared that these would produce market volatility and possibly a
global slowdown. A director at one of the large UK composite insurers commented
that there would be “economic turbulence driven by protracted political uncertainty
and/or politicised decision making.”
The fastest rising concern is a trade war unleashed by growing protectionist
sentiment. A respondent from Spain said that “Recent protectionist and populist
moves around the world might end up affecting the whole world economy and
stability, thus triggering adverse effects for the insurance industry as well". A
respondent from Mexico, a country very much in the firing line, said that “due to
Trump our market has become very complex”. On the US’ opposite border, the
president and CEO of a Canadian non-life company said that the threat of “trade
agreements being ripped up and impulsive leaders undermines economic stability
and predictability”.
Other risks that earned a mention included the danger of asset bubbles, particularly
in the housing market, and a return of high inflation. The chief financial officer of a
composite insurer in Belgium warned of the “creation of speculative bubbles as a
result of accommodating interest rate policies that are likely to burst when these
policies disappear”, while another respondent saw: “Resurgent inflation prompting
faster than expected interest rate rises and capital depletion on the one hand and
claims inflation on the other.”
Even if full blown recession does not occur, many respondents were concerned
about an overall economic slowdown. Dr. Tom Ludescher, CEO of Asia Helvetia
Group in Singapore, said: “The cooling down in many areas caused by reduced
consumer spending and investment, combined with the existing insurance
overcapacity, inflated by cheap excess capital in the market, are the main drivers for
the fierce competition and continuous pressure on rates.”
Concern about economic risk was particularly strong in emerging markets which
have already seen a slowdown accompanied by other risks such as currency
volatility. Latin America and Africa were high on this list. The chief financial
officer of a composite insurer in Nigeria said that “the economic recession has
resulted in both very low premium income and investment income, due to clients'
cancellation of their policies or rescheduling payments.” Leonardo Diamante,
actuarial superintendent of Liberty Seguros in Brazil said that “If the Brazilian
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economy does not react [to stimulus, it] will be a huge issue for the insurance
market”.
The affordability of insurance was a concern. Gerard Kerr, head of Life Insurance
ANZ Wealth in Australia said that “if housing prices collapsed and/or interest rates
rose this would significantly impact the affordability of insurance”.
But many respondents thought that economic threats were exaggerated : the number
of countries showing growth is increasing, the eurozone is stabilising, and the timing
for interest rate rises is becoming more certain. The chief risk officer of a Japanese
life company said that “the current environment is actually pretty good” and a life
insurance respondent in China said that “the current economic environment is quite
stable and there will be low effects on the insurance industry”.

8. Competition (-)
Score: 3.49
Competition can be a risk or an opportunity. The fact that this Banana Skin made it
into the top ten suggests it is seen more as a risk - one that threatens industry
fundamentals such as pricing and structure - even survival. Sandeep Gopal, head of
risk at Asia Pacific Allied World Assurance in Singapore, said: “Insurance is
probably one of the few things which has gone through a price dec rease over the
past few years. While excess capacity and intense competition is driving this, it is
clear to see that this is not sustainable.”
A sense that competition has gone too far pervaded the responses. Comments made
frequent reference to “naïve capacity”, “cutthroat pricing”, “unscrupulous
practices”. A respondent from a New Zealand life company said: “New global
players, utilising digital platforms, are entering our local market with lower cost and
lower featured products, resulting in increased lapses of existing policies. Longerterm I fear the consequences of poor publicity for the industry when claims on these
products are declined due to a customer's misunderstanding of coverage and/or non disclosure at submission.”

Can incumbents
respond to the
challenge of
competition?

A further concern was that the industry would fail to mount an adequate response to
the challenge of competition: that it has “too much baggage” to change with the
times. Philip Bradley, chief executive of AXA Ireland, said insurers are “slow to
react to new forms of competition who have different business models”.
Respondents made the point that branding alone has proven not to be enough to
sustain market share.
Although regulation is often described as a barrier to entry and therefore a
competition inhibitor, many respondents thought it had not prevented the
development of excess capacity and new types of “unfair” competition which
represented the main threat.
Competition was seen as a risk by most of the markets covered by this survey, with
North America showing the greatest concern at No. 5. Within the industry, the life
sector ranked it highest at No. 4. The finance director of a composite insurer in
Spain said: “In the world of risk, I think the biggest threat comes from new digital
players and the ability of companies to adapt to new business models. It is
something that is said, but now is the time to put it into practice".
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Some respondents were more upbeat about the prospects. In the reinsurance sector
in Bermuda, one said: “There may be a few in the industry which one would
consider inadaptable, but overall the industry has been very resilient for many, many
years. New stuff comes and goes and, if it's good, it gets assimilated rather th an
rejected.”

Who are the disruptors?
One ma n's risk is another ma n's opportunity. With th a t i n m i n d, I s ee th e
fol l owing. La rger ri sks/opportunities:
- Internet-based distributors, who own the customer connecti on red uci ng
exi s ti ng ful l s ervi ce ca rri ers wi th own di s tri buti on to ri s k ca rri ers .
- True peer-to-peer-insurers, who ca n exercise the s oci a l co ntrol to h a ve
cons equences in the real world, thereby reducing fra ud l evel s co m pa red to
cl a ssic insurers.
- IT companies (Google, Facebook, Amazon) using their deta i led co ns um er
i nformation to derive new pricing parameters to filter out the best ri s k , th a t
wi l l never be a vailable to cl assic insurers.
Kenneth Wolstrup, Partner, Ecsact A/S, Denmark

Technology
companies could
know more about
customers than
traditional insurers

Di fferent sections will face different risks. Li fe insurance will s truggle to a ttract
new business from younger generations, b eca us e a dequa te d i s tri buti on
cha nnels to them still need to be discovered . It i s n ot u nl i kel y th a t n o n i ns ura nce compa ni es wi l l cra ck thi s nut before the current i ns urers .
Reinsurance, Mexico
The i ndustry runs the risk of becoming partly i rrelevant due to th e f a ct th a t
Googl e knows more about the actual behavi our of people a nd th e rea l ri s ks
tha n a ctuaries do. Peer to peer a nd s ocial tra ding form another threat.
Composite, Netherlands
[A ma i n risk to the industry i s] disruption. By whom a nd how we don't know –
tha t’s part of the i nsecurity we feel.
Non-life, Denmark

9. Human talent (15)
Score: 3.40 (3.14)
This Banana Skin has risen sharply since the last survey, amid concerns about a
“war for talent” and a requirement for new skills that are seen to be in short supply.
It was ranked particularly high in Asia Pacific (No. 5) and North America (No. 4),
though it came in lower in Europe (No. 12). By sector, it was higher for non -life
insurers (No. 7) than life insurers and composites (No. 10).
A persistent theme, in past surveys as well as this one, is that the insurance industry
is “unsexy”: a “poor cousin to banking or similar, used as springboard into other
areas”, as a P&C insurer in Thailand put it. Several respondents thought this
reputation was getting worse, especially from the point of view of Millennials. The
chief executive of a reinsurance company in Switzerland said: “The excessive
regulatory requirements have certainly a negative impact on attracting talent in the
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financial services industry. In addition, deteriorating performances will lead to a
reduction in work force and shrinking or disappearing bonuses – and this will deter
young people from entering the industry”.

Fierce competition
for the best talent

Sharpening this risk is fierce competition for the best talent, not only from banks and
other financial firms, but also increasingly because “the top talent out of university
seems to be going to tech”, a respondent in Japan said. Another challenge is the rise
of the so-called ‘gig’ economy. “The newer generations don't like working for big
companies that are prone to lay-offs. It's a gig economy now”, observed one
respondent, while another said: “The most creative talent will have to be partnered
with rather than employed”.
The technological changes sweeping the industry were also seen to have created
risks in this area, creating a pressing need for skills which are often scarce. Frank
Fripon, chief strategy officer at KBC Insurance in Belgium, said: “One of the main
challenges will be to identify and attract new skills to respond to the changing
business models based on the internet of things, data, and artificial
intelligence…”Retention was another focal point. The group chief executive of an
insurance company in South Africa said: “Ability to attract and retain key staff is
always a risk with talent being poached across the industry. We continue to be seen
as a talent pool / training ground for the industry”.
Several respondents raised local concerns. For example, the chief executive of a
reinsurance company in Singapore warned about: “A lack of sufficient local talent to
have a sustainable growth. It is also increasingly challenging to attract new
graduates in insurance without government level sponsorship and promotions”. A
life insurance respondent in India observed: “A lack of skilled manpower for the
front-line sales, [due to] poor salary packages with unattractive incentives schemes
which neither fulfils expenses nor beats inflation”.
Comments from the minority of respondents who scored this risk lower includ ed:
“the industry is becoming more complex and attractive as a career choice”, and:
“insurance is a safe haven when banking has a downswing”. The chief strategy
officer of a composite insurer in Canada said: “With AI and technology the needs
for people will be fewer”.

10. Guaranteed products (7)
Score: 3.37 (3.45)
Concern about insurance products which carry guaranteed returns is easing, but not
very fast. This Banana Skin is still in the Top Ten, and ranks No. 7 for life insurers.
Geographically, concern was highest in Europe (No. 5) and in particular Germany,
where this was seen as the No. 1 risk.
Although Solvency II will increase the cost of holding guaranteed products, the level
of concern is localised because the ability of insurers to offer such products often
depends on the local regulator. A number of respondents said they were not allowed
to sell them, but in markets where they are, the low interest rate squeeze is hurting.
Some responses showed concern about the volume of guaranteed products that was
still being sold. In South Africa, the chair of a risk committee at a large life company
said that “People are still taking this too lightly.”
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A senior executive at a UK nonlife company said: “Guarantees
are outmoded in today's low yield
environment. …Any insurer who
has not already put significant
additional
capital
against
guarantees, or who has not yet
stopped offering products with
embedded guarantees is in for a
nasty surprise.”

Thi s risk i s “high on the back b oo k
but l ow on new business beca us e
the i nsurer will have to s quare th e
tri a ngl e of i mpos s i bl e des i res :
return, l iquidity a nd guarantee.”
Senior executive
Li fe i nsurer, Fra nce

But there were also some comforting comments. The chief risk officer of a large
Japanese life company said: “Rates have been so low for so long that this risk is less
than it was 20 years ago.”

11. Political interference (16)
Score: 3.29 (3.13)
Concern about political risk is rising, not surprisingly given recent developments. It
ranked highest in North America and Europe (No. 8 and No. 10 respectively, though
the UK was low at No. 16, despite Brexit).

Political populism
and protectionism
are a threat

The rise of populism was the common thread to the responses, with fears that this
could lead to instability, international tension and protectionism. The strongest
concern was the fall-out from the arrival of President Trump in the White House.
The chief financial officer of a large Australian P&C insurer said that “world
politics at the moment are highly unstable, and the rise of the right is concerning.
Instability in the USA and Europe could have devastating consequences.”
Adrian Rossignolo, actuarial manager at Provincia Vida Argentina, said that
political risk was high. “Protectionist measures do not help in surance companies at
all, as the associated costs will increase (as usually happens with closed
economies).” Respondents from Bermuda were particularly concerned about the
Trump administration’s proposals to prevent the offshoring of insurance business to
the island’s reinsurance market, warning that restrictions on the flow of free market
capital could seriously damage the industry. A Mexican insurance executive said
that “Everything depends at the moment on the performance of the economy of the
United States”.
More generally, respondents feared that a rise in international political tensions
would bring about a world economic slowdown A director at one of the UK’s large
composite insurers feared there would be “Economic turbulence driven by
protracted political uncertainty and/or politicised decision making.”
Among insurance sectors, health was often singled out as particularly vulnerable to
political interference. Again, Mr Trump’s plans on this front, though so far
unsuccessful, could still cause disruption. But other countries had more local
concerns. An Australian insurer said that political risk “certainly applies in health
insurance where media attention drives political reaction.”
Some respondents were more optimistic about the political outlook. The upbeat
view saw President Trump lightening the regulatory burden on the US insurance
market. An executive at a life company thought that political risk was “lower now
that we have a business-friendly administration in the US. It seems the pendulum is
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swinging toward less regulation globally, for the moment ”. Others said that
governments had more important things to worry about than the insurance industry –
the banks, for example. The chief financial officer at a Belgian non-life insurer said,
“To be honest most insurers have been coping rather well and in most democratic
countries I hope free of political pressure.”

12. Business practices (11)
Score: 3.28 (3.27)
The risk that poor sales and business practices will harm insurers, the No. 4 Banana
Skin four years ago, has held steady this year: it is not seen as an urgent concern, but
is clearly being given thought. It was ranked higher on the life side of the industry
(No. 8) – about which one respondent said: “the depth of misconduct/mis -selling in
Life is yet to emerge” – than non-life (No. 14).

Social
expectations are
ahead of industry
practices

“Social expectations have moved well ahead of industry practices”, said a non executive director of a health insurance company in Australia. Several respondents
took the view that this risk is increasing not because insurers’ conduct is getting
worse, but because they are held to higher standards than they have been in the p as t
– especially with “aggressive intervention by conduct authorities”. One actuary said
a risk was “community expectations that they should receive more than contractual
obligations”.
The executive director of a broker in the UK said this Banana Skin will: “remain a
threat as long as regulators continue to apply stan dards retrospectively”. A life
insurance executive in Japan warned the risk to insurers was “high, because of the
massive fines culture that regulators now have”.
Some respondents saw sales practices improving due to “much more awareness and
training” and close monitoring by management. But many others made the point that
bad practices persist, stoked by “limited product range and strong competition”,
“poor risk profiling”, “aggressive product offerings” and “inadequate governance
and poor management”. This could become more of a problem as profitability
comes under pressure. “Mis -selling and suitability will become focal points,
especially in times of compressed investment returns”, said the chief compliance
officer of a life insurer in Hong Kong.
Intermediated insurers were singled out for some of the worst excesses in this area.
“Risk is elevated for companies relying on autonomous advisers who are not subject
to rigorous licencing or control from a licensed entity”, said John Smith, of Fidelity
Life Assurance Company in New Zealand. A respondent in Portugal said: “Brokers
tend to promote credit insurance players proposing them attractive commission
rates, not necessarily the best services for the client”.

13. Cost reduction (-)
Score: 3.26
Getting costs down was seen by many respondents as the key to adjusting to presen t
day realities of greater competition, low investment yields, growing resistance
among customers to premium increases, rising claims costs and a heavier regulatory
burden. The risk lies in failure to do so, but many respondents wondered whether
the industry had the stomach for the fight.
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Christopher Sandilands, partner in
insurance
consultants
Oxbow
Partners in the UK, said that it was
“easy to talk about digital innovation
/disruption [but there is] less
evidence that people are making the
radical changes that it facilitates - or
will require in the future."

The l i fe i ns ura nce i ndus try
depends on a l l ca rri ers bei ng
equally i nefficient.
US software provider

The vice president for innovation at a large US life company said: “The required
cost reductions we are talking about dictate massive structural change. For example ,
if a large carrier is mostly group focused with huge legacy accounts administered by
broker platforms, then why does that company require armies of employees
including tens of thousands of IT professionals? Answer: they don't – but they won 't
take that step because they are afraid.”
A chief financial officer in Bermuda said: “The insurance industry has a ridiculously
high cost structure. It's totally unsustainable to pay so much of the premium dollar to
intermediaries through each stage of the risk sharing chain. Insurance is now a
commodity and the frictional costs should reflect that. Unprecedented stru ctural
changes are required”.

Cost reduction
could be “a
double-edged
sword”

Some respondents dwelt on the dilemma facing insurers. A senior manager at a
health insurer in China said that cost reduction was “a double-edged sword…
Reducing cost will impair development”. A risk advisor at a large Belgian
composite insurer said: “Cost reduction seems to be high on the agenda of most
players. However the difficulty is in allocating budgets to new developments on the
one hand and upgrading/renewing existing processes.”
But though respondents described cost cutting as essential, this Banana Skin did n o t
make it into the Top Ten, possibly because people see a lot of effort already going
into it. Niels Bakker, manager of financial risk at VIVAT Verzekeringen in the
Netherlands, said that “the insurance market is fully focussed on cost reduction,”
and a US senior vice-president said that an improving macro-economic situation
“will take pressure off the industry some”.

14. Quality of management (12)
Score: 3.26 (3.21)
The quality of management remains a middling Banana Skin in this survey and is
seen to vary widely by organisation, though it ranked notably higher in Asia Pacific
(No. 7) than Europe (No. 16) and North and Latin America (No. 14).
There were some respondents who questioned the competence and soundness of
insurance industry managers (“still lots of bozos out there”). But a greater number
focussed on whether managers were up to the job of guiding their organisations
through a climate that demands fresh thinking. The chief innovation officer of a life
insurer in Singapore said: “Managers are seen as custodians of the existing business
model. They shouldn't be. They must be seen as change-agents, forging ahead
designing the new business model for tomorrow's customers”. The head of
compliance of an insurance company in Luxembourg said: “In a period of numerous
regulatory / technology / HR / cost structure / product changes, a new generation of
top managers, knowing all these topics, needs to emerge”.
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The point was made that this task has become increasingly difficult because of the
size and complexity of some insurance companies. “Insurance is a complex beast,
and multi-country composites are next to impossible to manage”, said the chief risk
officer of a P&C company in the UK, while another respondent said: “stretched
management is a bigger risk than numerous poor quality managers”.
Others observed a shortage of new talent at the highest levels. “Recycling within the
industry is all too prevalent – particularly in senior leadership and board
appointments”, said a chief risk officer in Australia. The senior vice president of a
composite insurer in the US warned that insurers are “losing more senior and
knowledgeable talent at a much faster pace than anticipated to retirement”.
A view from those who scored this risk lower was that managers are being subject to
increasingly rigorous screening: fitness and probity checks, minimum competency
codes, continuing professional development requirements, etc. The chief risk officer
of a life insurer in the UK said: “The SIMR [Senior Insurance Managers Regime]
and regulation has reduced this risk”.

15. Quality of risk management (10)
Score: 3.22 (3.27)
A top ten risk in the last two of these surveys, concerns about the quality of risk
management in the industry have eased somewhat.

Regulation
improving risk
management

Improvements were seen to have come from a combination of more effective
regulation and insurance companies better embedding risk management into their
business “Risk management is more becoming 'culture'; Solvency II and IFRS17
challenge companies to have a good risk management platform,” said an actuary in
the Netherlands. The president of a captive insurer in Bermuda said: “The CRO
[Chief Risk Officer] is a growing requirement both from a regulatory point of view
and a governance point of view, so the industry seems to be in front of the curve
here”.
But while processes may be more ingrained, there were concerns that “more time is
being spent on managing the process rather than the underlying risks”, as one
respondent put it. The head of risk management at a composite insurance company
in Austria said: “Day to day risk management is to a large extent driven by fulfilling
regulatory requirements instead of focusing on internal risk analysis”.
There was also a feeling that too many insurance risk functions are on auto-pilot:
well equipped to monitor risks they have encountered in the past, but prone to boxticking and not proactive enough to pick our new threats. “Risk management is still
an art, and the ‘don't know you don't know’ quadrant is big”, a board member of a
life insurer in South Africa said. The chief risk officer of an insurance company in
the UK said risk management was: “better than it's ever been, but management and
boards and regulators are over-reliant on models”.
Some respondents worried that weak underwriting discipline would detract from
risk management, especially where profitability has come under pressure from a
difficult investment climate and industry disruptors. A non -executive director at a
P&C insurer in Australia said “The nature of some risks is changing, and therefore
difficult to price. Competition/ capacity sometimes leads to irrational pricing”.
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16. Social change (20)
Score: 3.17 (3.04)

Social
expectations
could shift on to
insurance sector

The pressure on insurance companies to provide products and services which meet
social needs is strong and growing, and the concern is that they will fail to rise to the
challenge, leading to reputational damage and political disfavour. This risk is
currently seen to be low, though possibly rising as governments pa re back health
care and pensions budgets, shifting expectations on to the insurance sector.
The deputy chief executive of an Irish health care insurer, said that “Factors outside
our control make it impossible to provide generous pensions or low cost healthcare,
generating significant social pressure and disappointment. Selling at a loss is not an
option so we have to spend time educating the public so that they are aware of and
accept the reasons why their expectations cannot be met”.
Most respondents felt that the industry was alert to this pressure and was responding
to it – indeed that it saw this as an area of opportunity rather than risk. Pedro
Herrera, CEO of Nacional de Reaseguros in Spain, said: “I am quite confident that
those demands will be met by the industry. We have always been able to; no doubt
about that.”
Pricing was an issue for many. These services could be provided, but not at the
price the public was prepared to pay. The chief risk officer of an Australian non -life
company said: “The need is recognised, but the pricing level is not accepted by
customers. The insurance industry is challenged to deliver life style solutions that
are quite different compared to traditional models.” There were also concerns about
the industry’s ability to come up with the right products to handle these pressures
and match competition from new entrants in these markets.
A supervisor in the UK said: “The scale of these risks will likely be beyond the
capacity of private insurance. Increasingly insurers are leaving risks with customers
(e.g. unit linked) rather than pooling risk”.

17. Reputation (18)
Score: 3.17 (3.10)
This Banana Skin divided respondents sharply: it was the No. 6 risk in the Asia
Pacific region, but close to bottom in Europe and North America. A broad point of
consensus was that insurers are exposed to reputational damage more than ever
before because of social media, but there was much debate about the potency of this
threat.
“The instant nature of social media and poor quality journalism makes conduct risk
front and centre”, said the chairman of an insurance company in Australia. Many
respondents expressed concern about the prevalence of “fake news”, the
unpredictability and perceived biases of social media (“only rejected claims are
socialized – the 99% of claims that are paid are not”), and the lack of effective tools
to respond to negative stories. The chief risk officer of a life-insurance company in
Malaysia warned that damage to the industry is “quite likely if mis -selling incidents
go viral or [there are] threats of class action. For certain sectors like Takaful [Islamic
insurance], Shari’ah reputational issues would have a significant impact”.
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The question is how lasting this impact is. A widely-held view was that negative
stories on Twitter and Facebook are ephemeral. “Social media has very short cycle
time. Reputational damage does not appear to last”, said the CFO of a P&C insurer
in Australia. The point was made often that insurers don’t have much of a reputation
to lose in the first place. A respondent in Luxembourg said candidly: “We are so
used to being the ‘unloved’ part of the financial industry that we do not care
anymore”.
At a broader industry level, many respondents viewed reputation as a zero -sum
game, expecting customers to switch provider rather than shun insurance altogether.
Bryan Joseph, Partner at Vario Partners LLP in the UK, said: “Reputation risk
damages a company. Industry damage is always short term. Our low attention span
society ensures this.”

Are insurers
complacent about
reputation?

Is there a risk that insurers are too complacent about reputation? The chief risk
officer of a life-insurance company in the UK said: “No one expects much of us in
this; we deliver as expected. A game changer would be a successful new entrant
delivering differently”. A few respondents suggested that InsureTech companies
might capitalise on poor reputations elsewhere in the industry. One insurance
analyst said: “Some of the new insure-tech solutions may actually improve
reputations in consumers' eyes by eliminating unnecessary disputes and massively
speeding up claims payment times”.

18. Product development (17)
Score: 3.14 (3.11)
The risk that insurers will be harmed by a failure to develop the right products for
their customers remains near the bottom of the table, which is surprising given the
level of concern in this survey about the industry’s struggle to innovate, respond to
disruption, and adapt to technological change.
These themes all appear in the responses to this question. But one reason product
development might be a lesser concern is that: “insurance is more and more a
commodity product”, in the words of the chief financial officer of a P&C company
in Singapore. The chief risk officer of an insurer in the UK said: “The products
demanded haven't changed much in decades, and customers don't really know what
they want”. Others made the point that competitors’ products can be replicated quite
easily, diminishing the first-mover advantage.
But others saw a greater threat: almost twice as many respondents g ave this Banana
Skin the highest severity rating than gave it the lowest rating. Antonio Barriendos,
Principal at AV Group in Spain, said: “Continuous change of customer expectations
will require agile and rapid product development”, while a P&C insurer in the
Netherlands warned that the risk from not developing new products was high
because “the premium for traditional products is declining very fast”. The chief
operating officer of a life insurer in Indonesia said: “Product and customer
segmentation will be increasingly important in a rapidly developing market such as
Indonesia”.
Several respondents made the point that insurers are aware of what customers want
and need, but there are many challenges in delivery of those propositions – from
burdensome regulation to an inability to make these products profitable. For
example, a life insurance respondent in China said: “Older customers want longevity
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and health protection. Both areas pose challenges for the industry”. Imprudently
priced products designed to grab market share at any cost could be the bigger risk. A
non-executive director in Australia worried about “slow death from custome r
unfriendly products or fast death from poorly designed popular products”.

19. Corporate governance (21)
Score: 2.97 (3.01)

Corporate
governance risk
has fallen sharply
since the crisis

Since making the top ten of these rankings in the immediate aftermath of the crisis,
concerns about weakness at board level in the industry have receded significantly.
Respondents in many jurisdictions cited better regulation as the driving force behind
improved governance. In Australia, for example, the chief risk officer of a
reinsurance company said: “The focus of APRA [the Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority] in recent years has helped to shine a light on the governance
expected of insurers and to better clarify the expectations of directors versus
management”. Several respondents observed that that the introduction of stringent
“fit and proper” requirements had compelled insurers to build high calibre boards.
There were also dissenting voices, however, which argued that regulator overreach
had swung the pendulum too far in the other direction. The chief risk officer at a life
company in Ireland, said: “Ironically, increased regulation and regulatory
intrusiveness will distract directors from core responsibilities”. The chief executive
of a life insurance company in the UK said corporate governance had seen “huge
developments” in recent times but was “over-governed if anything. Risk that
regulated boards become unattractive to top talent”.
While the quality of directors is seen to vary widely by organization, one repeated
concern was about a lack of original thinking in board rooms. Respondents criticised
“old minds in the new digital world” – with cyber-crime cited as an emerging risk
which is often poorly understood by directors – and “boards which can be
manipulated by the chairman or CEO”.

20. Capital availability (22)
Score: 2.91 (2.97)
The risk facing the industry is not a shortage of capital but a surplus. This may be
welcome at a time when regulators are pushing insurers to strengthen their balance
sheets, but it also creates a different risk in the form of excess capacity and intense
competition.
This was a worldwide problem. Alan Zhang, managing director of Continental
Insurance Brokers in China said: “The main challenge will be overcapacity due to
capital flooding into the industry and bringing down prices in the global market.”
Apart from fierce pricing, respondents said that surplus capacity was pushing
insurers to make bad decisions for short term gain which would come to haunt them
later. A Bermuda based financial officer said there was “too much capital chasing
deals which will end badly for those without the discipline to walk away from
underpriced business.” A further concern was the need to find work for the capital to
do and pay shareholders.
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But some respondents saw excess capacity forcing the industry to adapt and beco me
more efficient. Ross Webber, CEO of the Bermuda Business Development Agency,
said that “surplus capacity is forcing traditional (re)insurers to rethink their model.
This is good.”

21. Complex instruments (25)
Score: 2.71 (2.65)
This risk remains well down the table after finishing bottom of the last survey. The
general consensus is that derivatives and other exotic products are rarely used for
speculative purposes and are subject to tight controls – both by regulators and
insurance companies’ internal governance. “Restrictions are understood and
enforced”, said a life insurance respondent in Indonesia.
A repeated point was that large insurance companies have learnt lessons from the
crisis and typically have derivatives polices that restrict their use to hedging. “Post
global financial crisis, most boards and management teams have clear risk appetites,
and access to quality investment advisers and advice”, said a board member of a
P&C insurer in Australia. A respondent in Greece said: “Economic solvency models
have helped management better understand this risk”.
But there was a small uptick in this Banana Skin’s score, which was reflected in
some more pointed comments. One concern is that insurers harmed by poor
investment performance might feel pressured into chasing higher returns through
exotic products. The chief executive of a reinsurance company in Switzerland said
the risk from complex instruments was “increasing again as a result of the search of
yield”, citing “a massive entry of insurers and reinsurers covering the mortgage
financing markets”.

22. Brexit (-)
Score: 2.52
If there are risks to the global insurance market from Britain’s decision to leave the
EU, they are of small order. Brexit came last by a long way in the ran kings; even in
the UK, it ranked only No. 12. The only country where it was seen as a major risk
was Ireland which ranked it No. 7 because of the additional costs involved in
maintaining access to the UK market.

Brexit given little
thought outside
Europe and North
America

The reason is that Brexit has been well signalled and should cause only minimal
disruption to business, most of which is domestically oriented. It was clear from
respondents’ comments that countries outside Europe and North America had given
it little thought.
There is potentially a greater impact on the international insurance market,
particularly reinsurance, and access to institutions like Lloyd’s. Passporting (i.e.
doing business in the EU’s single market from London) will create technical
problems, and the exit negotiations themselves will throw up uncertainty, both of
which are unwelcome. But even here, many respondents felt that sense would
prevail. A UK insurer said that “Some damage is inevitable, but probably
overplayed. There's a lot of mutual interest in maintaining free access to one
another's markets”.
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A number of respondents felt that the risks were only relevant to the UK, which
would undergo major upheaval and potentially lose insurance business to other
countries. Alan Punter, visiting professor at London’s Cass Business School, said
that “harm to the international market may be small, but harm to the UK's position
in the international market is substantial – as we see UK-based carriers move
operations and open subsidiaries in the EU to re-instate passporting rights.” But
others questioned whether Brexit posed a large risk to London. Respondents from
the Bermuda market, for example, felt that Brexit would give London “more
flexibility” and relieve it of “EU red tape”.
A Swiss reinsurer said: “I do not think that the UK will suffer any major
disadvantages due to Brexit. London will remain a major insurance centre with or
without the EU. Paris or Frankfurt cannot compete against London.”

Climate and catastrophe risks: difficult to rank,
but a major long-term concern
Thi s yea r we di d not s urvey thos e Ba na na s ki ns whi ch a re es s enti a l l y
underwriting ri sks: natural catastrophes (No. 9 In 2015), cl imate change ( N o .
19), terrori sm (No. 23) a nd pollution (No. 24). The reason i s th a t th es e a re
preci sely the kinds of risks the industry i s in business to insure; consequentl y,
pa s t respondents have made the point that they a re difficult to s core aga i ns t
the other Banana Skins.

Climate change
could pose
existential longterm threat to
insurance industry

Yet ma ny respondents ma de clear i n this survey that climate change – a nd a
res ulting rise in the frequency of natural ca tastrophes – poses a ve ry l a rg e,
even existential, threat to the insurance industry. The chief ri s k o ff i cer o f a
non-life insurance company i n the UK s aid: “Anthropogenic cl imate change i s
s ti l l the bi gges t l ong-term ri s k for the worl d a nd the i ndus try, a nd the
i ncreasing i nfluence of ignoramuses who don't a ccept i t will, s ooner or l a ter,
come a round to bite them a nd us”.
The chi ef financial officer of an i nsurer i n Ca nada warned the main ri sk to th e
i ndustry wa s: “Cl imate change and what i t means for property i n s ura nce...
expos ure to ca tastrophic events like we have not seen before”, w h i l e a l i f e
i ns urance respondent i n Mexico said it w a s th e: “Ef f ects o f hi g her th a n
expected climate change on natural disasters, mo rtality a nd health, impacting
a l l i nsurance s ectors”. A chi ef financial officer i n Au s tra l ia o bs erve d i t i s :
"becoming more apparent that weather ri sk is i ncreasing a t a l evel g rea ter
tha n premium pools”.
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Insurance Banana Skins: The Top Ten since 2007
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2007
Too much regulation
Natural catastrophes
Management quality
Climate change
Managing the cycle
Distribution channels
Long tail liabilities
Actuarial assumptions
Longevity assumptions
New types of competitors

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2009
Investment performance
Equity markets
Capital availability
Macro-economic trends
Too much regulation
Risk management
Reinsurance security
Complex instruments
Actuarial assumptions
Long tail liabilities

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2011
Regulation
Capital
Macro-economic trends
Investment performance
Natural catastrophes
Talent
Long tail liabilities
Corporate governance
Distribution channels
Interest rates

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2013
Regulation
Investment performance
Macro-economic environment
Business practices
Natural catastrophes
Guaranteed products
Quality of risk management
Quality of management
Long tail liabilities
Political interference

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2015
Regulation
Macro-economy
Interest rates
Cyber risk
Investment performance
Change management
Guaranteed products
Distribution channels
Natural catastrophes
Quality of risk management

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2017
Change management
Cyber risk
Technology
Interest rates
Investment performance
Regulation
Macro-economy
Competition
Human talent
Guaranteed products

Some risks come and go, some are hardy perennials, as this chart of the Top Ten Banana Skins since 2007
shows.
The strongest stayer by far is regulation which topped the first survey in 2007 and three of the four succeeding
surveys in 2011, 2013 and 2015. The reasons for its strong showing have remained constant: volume, cost and
distraction. It has receded a little this year but shows few signs of slipping quietly into the background.
Another strong shower is investment performance, which burst into No. 1 position during the crisis in 2009
and has remained in the top five ever since – initially driven by the market crash; now the concerns are about
the persistence of low yields. Concerns about the macro -economic climate have also been consistently high
since the crisis, and have been joined in the past two editions with high concern about the low-interest rate
environment.
Among governance risks, the quality of management and boards started high but have gradually fallen down
the list, and are now generally seen as lower order – reflecting the view that insurance companies are
increasingly better run. Risk management was a significant concern in the aftermath of the crisis , but has
since seen improvements.
This year the emphasis of our respondents turned firmly to operating risks. In the last survey we predicted that
cyber and change management were the Banana Skins to watch, as an industry grapples with the forces of the
new. Their striking jump to the top of the table – and the appearance of technology risk as an urgent priority –
suggests that structural and technological change in the industry will continue to be a major concern. With
heightened political uncertainty and the rise of populism across much of the world , the risk of political
interference is also one to watch for the next edition.
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Appendix: The questionnaire
Insurance Banana Skins 2017
A CSFI survey

Each year we ask senior insurers and close observers of the financial scene to describe their main concerns
about the insurance industry as they look ahead. We'd be very grateful if you would take a few minutes to
complete this latest survey for us.
Question 1. Who you are:
-

Name

-

Position

-

Institution

-

Country

-

Which part of the insurance market do you represent?
• Broking/intermediary
• Life
• P&C/Non-life
• Composite
• Reinsurance
• Other (please state)

-

Are you willing to be quoted by name?

Question 2. Please describe what you see as the main risks facing the insurance industry over the next 2-3
years.
Question 3. Below are risks in the insurance industry that have been attracting attention. Please score
them on a scale of 1 to 5 where, in your opinion, 1 is a low risk to insurers and 5 is a high risk. Use the
column on the right to add comments. Add more risks at the bottom if you wish.
Economic environment
1.
Macro-economy: To what extent does the current macro-economic environment present
a threat to the insurance sector?
2.

Interest rates: How large is the risk that insurers will be damaged by movements - or lack
of movement - in interest rates?

Public environment
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3.

Political risk: How great is the risk that political pressures will damage insurers, e.g.
through interference in business practices, pressure to underwrite particular risks etc.?

4.

Brexit: How great is the risk that the UK’s decision to leave the EU will harm the
international insurance market?

5.

Regulation: To what extent could the current wave of new regulation on capital
requirements and conduct of business have damaging effects on insurers?
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6.

Reputation: How severe is the risk that the industry will be damaged by poor reputation or
by social media?

7.

Social change: How great is the risk that insurers will fail to meet social pressures such as
greater longevity, demand for health care, pensions, etc.?

Operating risk
8.

Capital availability: To what extent is a shortage or surplus of capital currently a risk to
insurance providers?

9.

Investment performance: What is the risk that insurers will be harmed by poor investment
performance?

10.

Change management: How likely is it that insurers will be damaged by inadequate
responses to change, e.g. in markets, customer demands, distribution channels?

11.

Cost reduction: What is the risk that insurers will fail to achieve the necessa ry cost
reductions to remain competitive?

12.

Technology: What is the risk that the insurance industry will fail to manage its business
and technology modernisation effectively?

13.

Competition: What is the risk that the insurance industry will fail to meet the challenge
from new competitors such as the Insurtech industry?

14.

Product development: How likely is it that insurers will be harmed by a failure to develop
the right products for their customers?

15.

Complex instruments: What is the potential for insurers to suffer losses through their
dealings in derivatives and other exotic products?

16.

Guaranteed products: With the low interest rate environment persisting, how much risk is
there to insurers' capital and solvency from guarantees in products?

17.

Human talent: How likely is it that insurers will have difficulty attracting and retaining
talent in the present environment?

18.

Cyber risk: What is the risk of insurers becoming victims of cyber crime?

Governance
19.

Corporate governance: How likely is it that weakness at board level will lead to poor
oversight and control of insurance companies?

20.

Quality of management: How likely is it that insurance companies will be harmed by poor
management?

21.

Quality of risk management: How likely is it that insurers will incur losses as a result of
inadequate risk management?

22.

Business practices: How high is the risk that insurers will incur losses as a result of poor
sales and other conduct of business practices?

Please add other risks that you feel are significant to the insurance industry.
Question 4. How well prepared do you think insurers are to handle the main risks you identified in thi s
survey, where 1 = poorly and 5 = well? Please add comments if you wish.
Thank you
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